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Abstract 
In this paper we study language classes defined by nonuniform families of hyperplanes and 
halfspaces. These are subclasses of P/p&y. Upto many-one equivalence these classes are essen- 
tially the classes ELTi (and LTI ) of languages accepted by nonunifo~ families of polynomial 
size depth-l circuits with a weighted exact threshold gate at the root (respectively, weighted 
threshold gate at the root). We investigate the consequences of intractable sets being reducible 
to sets in ELTl and LTI. Using the polynomial-time algorithm for linear programming and ideas 
from the theory of convex polytopes we prove that every disjunctively self-reducible bd-cylinder 
that is many-one reducible to a set in ELTi or LTI is already in P. As a consequence we derive 
that if a complete set for any class A? E (NP, M~P,PP,C=P} many-one reduces to a set in 
ELT, or LT! then X = P. For families of hyperplanes over finite fields, we prove that every 
Turing self-reducible set that is many+ne reducible to a set defined by such a family is in P, 
and every word-decreasing self-reducible set that is many-ne reducible to a set defined by such 
a family is in NP n co-NP. 
Furthermore, as an interesting connection, it turns out that several sparse and tally reduction 
classes are many-one reducible to ELTI or LTI. Thus, our results ~onceming reductions to 
ELT, and L-T1 subsume the strongest existing collapse results concerning reductions of any class 
X E {NP, ModkP, PP, C=P} to sparse sets for various reducibilities. 
1. ~tr~uction 
Reductions from intractable sets to subclasses of P/poly (the class of sets with 
nonuniform polynomial-size circuits) is a well-studied subject in structural complexity 
theory [13,17,21]. A central aim of this research is to identify different subclasses W 
of Pipoly and show that intractable sets (e.g., NP-complete sets) cannot be reduced’ 
to a set in V unless the intractable set is itself in P. Identi~ing such subclasses of 
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P/poly is of interest since for P/poly itself such a result is not known (recently, the 
Karp-Lipton-Sipser result that NP G P/poly implies PH= Cf [ 121 has been improved 
to NP G P/poly implies PH=ZPPNP. 
not improvable to PNP 
It is known that this collapse consequence is 
in some relativized worlds [8]). 
In this paper, we start the study of reductions of intractable sets to geometrically 
defined subclasses of P/poly. The definition of these classes is motivated by arith- 
metization of boolean formulas [16,22]. We explain this connection and motivation 
below. 
The arithmetization as in [ 161 gives a multinomial P(xl, . . . ,x,) corresponding to the 
boolean formula F(xt , . . . ,xn) such that 
is true if and only if 
X$0 X$0. ..X&(x1,x2 ,..., x,) > 0. 
” 
Since we are interested in the values of P when all its variables take value from 
(0, l}, P can be replaced by a multilinear form it4 (by flattening the exponent of each 
variable essentially as in [24]). Using the above arithmetization, any set A in NP can 
be many-one reduced to points in Q” (where Q is the field of rationals) lying on the 
positive sides of a family of multilinear forms as follows: for every n > 0, construct 
(essentially using Cook’s theorem) a boolean formula F,(xi, . . . ,x,, ~1,. . ,z,,cn)) (p is a 
suitable polynomial) such that x = ~1x2 . . .x,, E A if and only if (3z~)@z2). . (3zp(,))F,, 
(x1,x2 , . . .,x,,, zl,z2,. . . ,zpcn)) is true. From F,, we can construct a multilinear form A4,, 
as above. So, the set A reduces to the points lying on the positive sides of the family 
of surfaces {M,},,o via the function x H (x1,x2,. . . ,x,) where x = ~1x2 . . .x,. 
A different way of arithmetization (as in [22]) gives a multinomial P’(xl,xz,. . .,x,,) 
for the boolean formula F(xl,xz,. . . ,xn) such that 
is true if and only if 
Xfi0 jIi.. .~$oP'(xl,x2~...~xn) = 0.
Therefore, using this, we can many-one reduce any set in NP to the set of rational 
points lying on a family of multilinear forms as above. 
Viewed geometrically, these formulations imply that for any set A in NP, strings can 
be efficiently mapped to points in Q” such that both the following properties hold: 
l There is a family of multilinear forms {M,},,s, M,, in Q”, such that for each n, A4, 
‘separates’ points corresponding to the strings in A=, from the points corresponding 
to strings in k,,. 
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l There is a family of multilinear forms {M,‘}nre, M,’ in Q”, such that for each n, 
&$ ‘passes through’ all the points corresponding to the strings in A=,, and does not 
‘pass through’ any point corresponding to strings in &,. 
The above two formulations of NP via a family of multilinear forms raise the fol- 
lowing general question: which families of algebraic surfaces expressible as low-degree 
multinomials can be used to capture NP in any of the above sense? More precisely, for 
which families of algebraic surfaces {&(yt, s-1 ,~~)}~,a, is it possible that for every 
set A in NP there exists an FP function f such that x E A iff S&f(x)) > 0 (or, 
&U(x)) = O), where f(x) = (~1, ~2,. . . , Ye)? 
Motivated by this question, as a first step, in this paper we study reductions of 
NP-complete sets to sets defined by families of linear geometric objects, namely, hy- 
perplanes and halfspaces. 
A subset H of Q” is defined to be a ~yperplane in n dimensions if there exists a 
~^EUY suchthatH={iIc*.li=O},where * denotes the standard inner product. The 
class HPLANE is defined as all sets X 2 Q” such that 2 = U,,>i H,, where H, is 
an n-dimensional hyperplane for every n. 
Similarly, a ha&pace is defined to be a subset S of Q” such that S = I-2 12.9 > 0) 
for a fixed point c” E Q”, and the class HSPACE is defined as all sets X9’ C Qw 
such that &?Y = U,,>, n, S where S, is an n-dimensional halfspace for every n. 
A string x E (0, l}=R can be viewed as an n-dimensional O-l vector. Thus, one way 
to get language classes from HPLANE and HSPACE is to restrict sets in HPLANE 
and HSPACE to have only O-l vectors as elements. This naturally leads us to consider 
the following circuit classes. 
Let LTt denote the class of languages accepted by a non~ifo~ family of polynomial- 
size, depth-l circuits {Cn},,,a with a weighted linear threshold gate at the root. 
Similarly, let ELTi denote the class of languages accepted by a nonuniform family 
of polynomial-size, depth-l circuits {C,,},,>a with a weighted linear exact threshold 
gate at the root. 
It is obvious from the definition that ELTt and LTt are essentially the classes 
HPLANE and HSPACE if the elements in the sets are restricted to be O-l vectors. 
It, therefore, follows that ELTt and LTt are contained in the many-one closure of 
HPLANE and HSPACE, respectively. 
Remark. Indeed, it can also be shown that the classes HPLANE and HSPACE are 
polynomial time many-one equivalent to the classes ELTt and LTi, respectively. We 
omit the proof since it is straightforward but tedious. 
In fact, the many-one closure of the classes LTt and ELTt are surprisingly nontrivial. 
The conjunctive truth-table closure of sparse sets is contained in the many-one closure 
of ELTi . Also, both the bounded ~th-table closure and conjunctive ~th-table closure 
of sparse sets are contained in the many-one closure of LTi. 
Since the classes ELTi and LTr are technically more convenient to work with than 
HPLANE and HSPACE, we prefer to state our results in terms of ELTt and LTt. 
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However, the linear geometric interpretation of these classes in terms of hyperplanes 
and halfspaces is crucial to our proofs. 
The following theorems are the main results of this paper: 
Theorem 4.4. Let A be a disjunctively self-reducible bd-cylinder. If A is polynomial- 
time many-one reducible to a set in LT, (or, to a set in ELT,) then A E P. 
The above theorem, which is of interest in its own right, has the following interest- 
ing consequences concerning reductions to sparse sets. It follows from the inclusion 
R&(Rg(SPARSE)) C Rk(LTi ) (proved in Section 6). 
Corollary 6.3. Let A be a disjunctively self-reducible bd-cylinder. Zf A reduces to a 
sparse set via the composition of the bounded truth-table and conjunctive reducibilities 
then A E P. 
In [l] it is shown that if a left set Left(A) (definitions in the next section) corre- 
sponding to any NP set A reduces to a sparse set via the composition of the bounded 
truth-table and conjunctive reducibilities then Left(A) E P. Corollary 6.3 is apparently 
incomparable with the above-mentioned result. However, we can show following the 
techniques of [l], that if a left set Left(A) corresponding to any NP set A bounded 
truth-table reduces to a set in ELTi then Left(A) E P. 
An interesting and important aspect of the paper is that the proof technique of 
Theorem 4.4 is based on applications of linear programming and ideas from convex 
polytope theory. Also the proofs of Theorems 4.8 and 5.6 are based on elementary 
linear algebra. This is significantly different from the proof methods used in all pre- 
viously known results concerning reductions to sparse sets [ 1,3, 17,20,21] which are 
essentially counting and combinatorial arguments. 
Regarding other complexity classes, for any class X E {ModkP,PP,C=P} we have 
results identical to Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 6.3. 
for the Mod classes, since the subsequent corollary 
sparse sets. 
We state the corresponding result 
is an interesting result concerning 
Theorem 4.7. For any k > 1, if ModkP C RL(LTl > then ModkP = P. 
Corollary 6.4. Zf ModkP reduces to a sparse set via the composition of the bounded 
truth-table and conjunctive reducibilities then ModkP = P. 
The above result for bounded truth-table reductions was proved in [20] and for con- 
junctive reductions in [l]. Corollary 6.4 subsumes and strengthens both the mentioned 
results. 
In Section 5 we consider the class HPLANEF of sets defined by families of hy- 
perplanes defined over finite fields F. Consider the finite field F, for a prime p. Let 
ACCi[p] denote the class of languages accepted by a nonuniform family of depth-l 
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circuits with a modp gate at the root. The class HPLANEr, is manyone equivalent 
to ACCi [p]. 
Theorem 5.6. Let A be a Turing self-reducible set. Then A E R!,,(HPLANEF) for 
some jnite field F implies A E P. 
Theorem 5.8. Let A be a wd-self-reducible s t. Then A E R~(HPLANEF) for some 
finite field F implies A E NP II co-NP. 
The plan of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we give the definitions and establish 
notation for the rest of the paper. In Section 3 we establish inclusion relationships 
between the closure of classes ELTt and LTi under certain reducibilities. In Section 4 
we prove Theorem 4.4. In Section 5 we prove similar results for families of hyperplanes 
over finite fields. Finally, in Section 6 we relate sparse and tally reduction classes to 
ELTi and LTi, and derive corollaries concerning reductions to sparse and tally sets 
from the main theorems in Sections 4 and 5. 
2. Preliminary definitions and notation 
We fix the alphabet to be C = (0, 1) in this paper. Let (. . -) be a standard 
polynomial-time computable and invertible pairing function extended to an arbitrary 
number of arguments. Strings are over C*. For a string x, 1x1 denotes the length of the 
string. For a finite set of strings X, IlXll denotes the number of strings in X. 
A set A s C* is a sparse set if there is a polynomial p such that (IA”“II <p(n). A 
set A & 0* is a tally set. 
For convenience, we discuss Ikther notation for the field Q. We shall use the same 
notation for finite fields considered in Section 5. 
Let 6, denote the zero vector in Q” for every n. For points di E Q”l, 1 < i<m, 
we use (Jt,J2,. . . , d,) to denote, by abuse of notation, the Cy=, ni-dimensional point 
obtained by concatenating the coordinates of the points >t,>~,. . , d,. 
For points f, j E Q”, i = (x(‘),x(~), . . . ,x(“)), j = (y(l), yc2), . . . , y(“)), we denote by 
i . j the inner product x1 Sign x(~)Y(‘). 
A point c^ E Q” defines a hyperplane in Q” consisting of all points f E Q” such 
that c^ . i = 0. Similarly, c^ defines two halfspaces in Q”, positive halfspace consisting 
of all points x^ E Q” such that c^ ..? > 0 and negative halfspace consisting of all points 
P E Q” such that c^. f < 0. We denote by H(c^), S+(t), and S_(c^) respectively, the 
hyperplane, the positive halfspace, and the negative halfspace defined by c^. 
A weighted threshold gate with n inputs is determined by a weight vector 
(w,w2,.**, w,) E Q” and a threshold T E Q such that on inputs (x1,x2,. . .,x,,) E 
(0, 1)” the gate will output 1 iff ClgiGn wixi > T. Similarly, a weighted exact thresh- 
old gate with n inputs is determined by a weight vector (WI, ~2,. . . , w,,) E Cl” and a 
threshold T E Q such that on inputs (x1,x2,. .., xn) E (0, 1)” the gate will output 1 iff 
Clii<n wixi = T. 
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Definition 2.1. (1) A language L is in the class LTt if there exists a nonuniform family 
of polynomial-size, depth-l circuits {C } n n3~ with a weighted linear threshold gate at 
the root such that for each length n, x = ~1x2 . . .x,, E L=” iff C,(xi,x,, . . .,x,,) = 1. 
(2) Similarly, a language L is in the class ELTi if there exists a nonuniform family of 
polynomial-size, depth-l circuits {C } n n3s with a weighted linear exact threshold gate 
at the root, such that for each length n, x = x1x2 . . .x,, E L=” iff C,(xt ,x2,. . . ,xn) = 1. 
Notice that we do not insist that the weights for the threshold gates in the above 
definition are of size polynomial in n. 
Remark. (1) With respect o languages in the classes LTi, ELTt , and ACCt [p], we 
view strings x = ~1x2 . . .x, E Cm as binary vectors (xt ,x2,. . . ,xm). By abuse of notation 
we denote this vector also by x. 
(2) For every language L E LTt we can find a many-one equivalent language L’ E 
LTi such that the circuits accepting L’ have threshold value 0. Thus, upto many-one 
equivalence we can assume for convenience that the threshold value T in the threshold 
gates for LTt (and also ELTi for the same reasons) is 0. 
The manyone closure of the classes LTt and ELTi are surprisingly nontrivial. It 
turns out that @SPARSE) GR&(ELTt ) and @‘@{(SPARSE)) C RL(LTr ). It is also 
easy to see that ELTi G &(LTi ). 
We can interpret in linear geometric terms the definitions of the threshold classes 
LTt and ELTt . From Definition 2.1 it follows that for L E LTi, and for every n, 
there is an associated weight vector 6, E Q” such that x = xix2 . . .x, E LX” iff the 
vector x E S+(G,). Similarly, it follows that for L E ELTt, and for every n, there 
is an associated weight vector G,, E Q” such that x = ~1x2.. .x, E L=” iff the vector 
x E H(&). 
Conversely, a family G,, E Q”, n 20, of vectors defines a language A E ELTi 
(where x = ~1x2 . ..x,, E A=” iff the vector x E H(ti’,)), and a language B E LTi 
(where x = xix2 . . .x,, E BE” iff the vector x E S+(&)). 
This linear geometric interpretation is central to the proof of Theorem 4.4 and other 
main results in this paper. 
In the paper, we shall discuss certain kinds of polynomial-time truth-table reductions. 
Definition 2.2 (Ladner et al. [l 11). Set B is truth-table reducible to set A, B<$4, 
if there are two polynomial-time computable functions, generator g that, for a given 
x E Z*, produces a set of strings, and evaluator e that, given the membership 
in A of the strings in g(x), decides the membership of x in B. That is, for 
any x E C*, 
x E B * &x,&(X))) = 1, 
where g(x) = (41,. . . , 4ml9 xA(s(x)) E (0, l)“, and for every i, 1 < i < m, the ith bit of 
X,4(g(x)) is 1 iff qi EA. 
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Definition 2.3 (Ladner et al. [ll]). For any k 20, set B is said to be bounded truth- 
table reducible to A, B < &A, if B truth-table reduces to A such that for some constant 
k > 0 the query generator g produces at most k query strings for any input. We say that 
B is conjunctively reducible to a set A (B <iA) if it holds that x E A _ g(x) C B, 
where g is the query generator. 
Definition 2.4 (Ogiwara and Watanabe [21]). Let A E NP. Let B E P be a 
polynomial-time witness relation for A. Then the left set of A w.r.t. the witness relation 
B is defined as 
Left(A) := {(x,y) I lyl = ~(1x1) and 3w E Cp(lxI) : (x,w) E B and w is lexico- 
graphically greater than y}. 
3. Properties of ELTl and LTI 
We first prove two useful technical emmas. 
Lemma 3.1. (1) Let A E R&(ELTl). Then there exist L E ELT,, an FP function f, 
and a polynomial r such that for every x, for every n >r( Ix\), x E A tfl f (x, 1”) E 
H(ti,,) where 9, are the weight vectors associated with L. 
(2) Let A E RL(LTl). Then there exist L E LT,, an FP function f, and a polyno- 
mial r such that for every x, for every n at-( 1x1). x E A ifl f (x, 1”) E S+(+,) where 
I+,, are the weight vectors associated with L. 
Proof. We prove only the first part since essentially the same construction works for 
the second part also. 
Let A <LB via a function g E FP for some language B E ELTi . Let the ELTi circuit 
family accepting B be defined by weight vectors 8,, n 20. Define a new family of 
weight vectors {li),},?c as follows: let m be the largest integer such that n > $m(m+ 1). 
We define 8, = (d,,dZ,. . . ,&,,, 6,_,,,(,+~j2). 
Let r’ be a polynomial such that for any x E Z*, ]g(x)l < r’( 1x1). Let r be a polyno- 
mial such that r(n!>ir’(n)(r’(n> + l), for all na0. For x E C* such that ]g(x)l = i, 
define f (x, 1”) = (Oi(i_,)/*,g(x),O,-i(i+l)/*) for all n>r(lxl) and for all x. Let L be the 
language in ELTl defined by the family of weight vectors {CJ,,}~>~. It is easy to now 
verify that x E A iff f (x, 1”) E L for every n>r(lxl), which is essentially the claim of 
the lemma. 0 
Lemma 3.2. For every L E LTI there exists a set L’ E LTl such that L<$L’ via 
a function f and for every x if If (x)1 = n then f(x) E L’ tf f(x) E S+(&) and 
f(x) # L’ implies f(x) E %.(I&), where G,, are the weight vectors associated with L’. 
Proof. Let L be defined by a family of weight vectors {&,},,o. For every x E C”, 
x E L=” iff h, .x > 0, where x is considered as a O-l vector in the dot product. Thus, 
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for every n we can find a rational number E, > 0 such that x E L=” iff d, .X-E, > 0. 
Define a new family of weight vectors 8,, n > 0, as Q, = (d,_i, -a,-1) for all 
n > 0. Let L’ be the set in LTi defined by the weight vectors ~4~. Let f E FP be 
defined as f(x) = xl, i.e., the string obtained by concatenating 1 after x. It is easy to 
now verify that the lemma holds using f and L’ defined above. 0 
It is known that a weighted threshold gate with n inputs can be replaced by a 
weighted threshold gate with n inputs, and with each weight bounded by (n + l)(“+‘)/* 
[lo]. Since these weights require only a polynomial (in n) number of bits for specifi- 
cation in binary, it follows that LTi and ELTi are subclasses of P/poly. 
We now turn to establishing useful properties about LTi and ELTr reduction classes 
and their interrelationships. 
We shall first prove a result which essentially implies that the class of languages 
accepted by a nonuniform family of depth-2, polynomial-size circuits with AND gates 
of constant fanin at the second level and a linear threshold gate at the root (or an 
exact linear threshold gate at the root) is many-one equivalent to LTi (respectively to 
ELT, ). 
To this end, we prove a technical emma about families of constant-degree multino- 
mials. 
Lemma 3.3. Let {F,(i)},> 1, F,,(f) defined over W, be a family of degree k multi- 
nomials ( for a constant k > 0). Then there exists a family of points {&},,a1 and 
an FP function f such that for every 2 E CD”, F,,(f) = &,, . f (2) where f(i) E Q”. 
Proof. For every n 2 1, order the n-tuples in the set { (il, i2, . . . , in) ) for every j, ij 2 0 
and cT=i ij <k} in the lexicographic ordering. It can be verified by induction that 
there are exactly (“Ik) tuples in the set. 
Define the family {&}n, 1 of points as follows. & = (dl, d2,. . . , d,) where m is 
(“lk) for some n > 1, and dj is the coefficient of the term (x(i))i~(x(~))iz . . . (xcn))i, of 
F, with (il,iz,..., in) being the jth tuple in the above ordering of n-tuples. If m is not 
of the form (‘zk) for any n, then &, = 6,. 
Define function f as: for every P E Q”, f (2) = 2, where i E Q”, m is (“lk), 
z(j) = (‘(i))i~(x(*))iz . . .(x(n))‘., and (il,i2,_. . , in) is the jth tuple as before. It is easy 
to see that i. &, = F,(f). 0 
The following corollary is immediate from the above lemma. 
Corollary 3.4. Let {F,@)},,,l, F,(f) de$ned over W, be a family of degree k multi- 
nomials ( for a constant k > 0). Let the family of weight vectors {&},,,,J and the 
FP function f be defined as in the above lemma. Then the function f reduces the set 
A G Z* defined as U,,, 1 {x E .P 1 F,,(x) = 0) to the set in ELT, defined by weight 
vectors {&}n,~. Also f reduces the set B = U,{x E Z” 1 F,(x) > 0) to the set in 
LT, defined by weight vectors {&},,,c, ( where a string x of length n is interpreted 
as an n-dimensional O-l vector when it is an argument to F,,). 
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We now prove that the conjunctive closure of ELT, coincides with its many-one 
closure. 
Theorem 3.5. @(ELT, ) = Rk(ELT, ). 
Proof. Let A be a set that is conjunctively reducible to some set B E ELT,. Then 
there exists an FP function f such that for every x E C*, f(x) is a list of queries 
such that x E A iff for every q in f(x), q E B. Similar to Lemma 3.1 it is not hard 
to see that there exist B’ E ELT, (defined by a family of weight vectors {&},,>,), an 
FP function g, and a polynomial r such that B’ is in ELT, defined by weight vectors 
{&},a,, and for every x, for every j>r(lxl), x E A iff g(x, 1’) cZf(ej). 
Since f is a conjunctive reduction, there is a polynomial p such that for every x, 
g(x, l’(l’l)) has at most ~(1x1) q ueries. W.1.o.g. we can assume that for every x E C’, 
the list g(x, l’(l’l,) has exactly ~(1x1) queries (this can be achieved by simply repeating 
the last query a suitable number of times). Define 
p(n) 
where i1, i2,...,ip(,,) E Z’(“,. The set B is defined as 
B = U {x E CP(“)‘(“) 1 Fp~n~r~n~(~) = 0). 
n>l 
Note that as argument to Fpcn,+,, x is interpreted as a O-l vector. 
It is easy to see that x E A iff (q”,,G2,. .,~pclxl$ E B where g(x, l’(lxl,) = 
(4,) B2 , . . . ,~,~,,,,}. The theorem follows, as by Corollary 3.4 it holds that B is in 
R&(ELT, ). 
Using Lemma 3.2, we prove the last theorem of this section. 
Theorem 3.6. R!,(ELT, ) g Rk(LT, ). 
Proof. Consider k-tt reductions to ELT, for a constant k > 0. Let c1 be any fixed 
k-tt truth-table condition. We first note that for any class of sets d, R!(d) can be 
rewritten as R:B(R&(RT_n(&‘))), where R!@ is the closure under the bounded parity 
reduction (wherein the truth-table evaluator evaluates to 1 iff the number of queries in 
the set reduced to has odd parity), and Rk is the closure under the bounded conjunctive 
reduction. 
Claim 3.6.1. R:@(LTI) = R&(LTI ). 
Proof of Claim 3.6.1. Let A E R&(B) for some B E LT,. We first note that by 
Lemma 3.2, we can assume that the weight vectors {&},,o associated to B has the 
property that x E B iff x E S+(c^,,..), and x $ B iff x E S_(c^lXl). 
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Thus A E R:%(B) via the reduction function f which generates a list of at most k 
queries for some odd constant k. As in Lemma 3.1 we can assume that for all x E C” 
there are exactly k queries, all in C ‘(JJ) for a suitable polynomial r. 
Let 
F/0,(-+4 32 ,...,~k)=(~~.~l)(~~..2)“.(~~.~.k), 
where Pi, &, . . ., ik are n-dimensional O-l vectors. 
Define the set B as 
B= U{n& IF&) > 0}, 
!I>1 
where x E Ck”, as argument to Fh, is a k-tuple of n-dimensional &l vectors. 
ItiseasytoseethatxEAiff(5?i,&,...,&)EBwhere f(x,lr(lXI))={11,~2,...,1k}. 
By Corollary 3.4, the claim follows. 0 
The next claim we state without proof since it can be proved on the same lines as 
Claim 3.6.1. 
Claim 3.6.2. R&(ELTl ) = Rk(ELTl ). 
We define <! as a special 2-tt reduction type q1 A q2 (if a set X < !Y, the reduction 
on input x produces two queries q1 and q2 such that x E X iff q1 E Y and q2 6 Y). 
Claim 3.6.3. R!(ELTl) C &(LTl ). 
Proof of Claim 3.6.3. Let A E R!(B) for some X’ E ELTi defined by a family of 
vectors {&,}n,s. Again as shown in Lemma 3.1 for <&-reductions, we can assume 
that there is a polynomial r such that for every x E C*, in the r-reduction both queries 
q1,q2 E C’(lXl). 
Let 
F2n(&,42) = (1 - 2(4 4)2)(42 4d2, 
where G,, Q2 E Q”, and 2 is the least common multiplier of the denominators of the 
coordinates of &. Define the set B as 
B = IJ {x E Z2” 1 Fzn(x) > 0}, 
n,l 
where x E C2n, as argument to Fz,,, is a pair of n-dimensional O-l vectors. 
It is easy to see that x E A iff (1’4,, i2) E B where f (x, l’(lxl)) = {cj,,cj2} and 
1’ is the least common multiplier of the denominators of the coordinates of ii. By 
Corollary 3.4, the claim follows. 0 
In order to complete the overall proof of the theorem we note that Rk(Ry_,(ELTi )) G 
R!(ELTi), which follows from Theorem 3.5 and Claim 3.6.2. From Claim 3.6.3 it next 
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follows that R#y_,(ELT,)) 2 &(LTr ). Finally, combining this containment with 
Claim 3.6.1 yields that RP,,($,(R~_,(ELTt))) GRL(LTr). 
Thus, for every fixed k-tt condition 01, R!(ELTr ) is contained in Rk(LTr ). The 
inclusion of RE,(ELTr ) in &(LTr ) follows from the fact that Rk(LTr ) is closed 
under the join operation. 0 
4. Reductions to sets in LTI and ELTl 
Definition 4.1 (Ko [14]). An irreflexive partial order C on Z* is polynomially related 
if there is a polynomial p such that 
(1) x L Y implies 1x1 <p(M), 
(2) x c y is decidable in time polynomial in 1x1 + I y], and 
(3) X1 Lx2 c ... 5 Xk implies k 6 p( IXk I). 
A set L is disjunctively self-reducible if there is a polynomial-time oracle machine M 
such that L = L(M, L), and on input x, M generates queries yr , ~2,. . . , y,,, and accepts 
x iff for some i, 1 <i <m, yi E L, where yi L x for each i. 
Definition 4.2 (Beige1 et al. [6]). A set L is a bd-cylinder if there exists a polynomial- 
time function OR such that for every x and y in Z*, OR(x, y) E L iff x E L or y E L. 
We shall first prove a geometric technical lemma, which is crucial to the proof of 
the main theorem of this section. 
Definition 4.3. Let S c Q” be a finite set. A set of m hyperplanes in Q”, defined 
by vectors {d 1,. . . ,h,,,}, splits S if there exist distinct elements qi, 1 < i<m, and qij, 
l<i -c j<m of S such that 
(1) for 1 <i<m, qi E S+(Cii), and for every j # i, 1 <j<m, qi E S_(ij), 
(2) for 1 <i < j<m, qij E S+(Gi)flS+((i,), and qij E S_((ik) for k # i,j, 1 <kGm. 
Splitting Lemma. Let S c Q” be a jinite set of points that is split by a set of m 
hyperplanes. Then m <n + 1. 
Proof. Assume that a set of m hyperplanes, defined by vectors {Jr,. . . ,d,}, splits S. 
By definition there exist distinct elements qi, 1 <i < m, and qij, 1 <i < j < m of S such 
that 
(1) for 1 <i<m, qi E S+(di), and for every j # i, 1 <j<m, qi E S_(dj). 
(2) for l<i < j<m, qij E S+(di)nS+(dj), and qij E S_(ak) for k # i,j, 1 dk<m. 
For each i, 1 <i <m, let Oi denote the subset {qi} U {qij ) 1 <j <m, j # i} of S. Let 
0 denote U,QiGm Oi. 
Let hi = H(Ji) be the hyperplane defined by the equation Cii . 5 = 0. For each i, 
we have that all the points in the set Oi belong to the halfspace S+(di) and the points 
in the set 0 - Oi either belong to the halfspace S_(di) or to the hyperplane hi. Also 
note that for every i, point 6, belongs to hi. 
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Let 6i = mingEo,{di$) for 1 <i<m and 6 = i min i<f<m{&i}. For each hi, 1 <i<m, 
consider the co~esponding acne plane hi defined by the equation Cii . j = 6. 
To each of these al&e planes we associate positive and negative halfspaces defined 
as follows: 
S+(di,6) = (2 E Q” 1 P ’ di > S}, 
S-(dj,d)={.2 E Cl” /i?.Lii < 6). 
Let sz(di,s) denote the set S$(d,,s) = S’+(di,d)Uhf. Similarly, let st(bi,S) denote 
S_(& 6) u hl. 
By the choice of 6, it holds that for every i, 1 <i < m, points in Oi are in S+(Cii, S), 
points in 0 - Oi and & are in S-(Ji,b). Consider the polytope defined by the inter- 
section of SE(&,6) for 1 <i<rn (the interior of this polytope is the intersection of the 
negative halfspaces corresponding to the affine planes hl, 1 < i d m). The polytope may 
be unbounded, so we make it bounded by taking its intersection with a large hypercube 
in Q” that contains all the points in 0. Let this bounded convex polytope be PO. It is 
clear that all points of 0 lie in the exterior of PO. Also that the point & lies in the 
interior of the polytope. 
Let fi be the face of hf on the polytope, i.e., fi = PO fl hf. We now show that all 
these faces are (n - 1 )-dimensional and every pair of them intersect in full dimension 
on PO (in other words, their intersection face fi n fj is (n - 2)-dimensional). 
Fix an i and j, i # j and 1 < i, j G m. Let P be the polytope defined by the intersection 
of X?(&, 6) for 1 dk <rn and k # i,j. There will be exactly three points from the 
set 0 in the interior of the polytope P, viz., &, sij and “j* Let polytopes PI, P2 and 
P3 be defined by the intersection of P with the S;(~,,C?) and Sl(Gj,S), sr(JiT6) and 
S;(dj,,S), and s;(di,6) and S;(ij,S), respectively (see Fig. 1). 
Thus, point 4; will lie in the interior of PI, point ij will lie in the interior of P2 and 
point @ will lie in the interior of P3. Consider the line segment joining the points & 
and ii. All the points in this segment will lie in the interior of the polytope PO U PI 
since it is convex, i.e., this line segment lies inside the positive halfspaces of all the 
affine planes hi, k # i. Since 6, and ii lie on the different halfspaces of the plane hi, 
Fig. I. The polytope P with affine planes hi and h: 
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there is a point in the segment, say &, that will lie on the plane hf. It follows that 
the point i, lies on the face fi and on no other face of the polytope PO. Similarly, 
there is a point & lying on the face fj but on no other face of PO. Now, consider 
the line segment joining points @j and iij. This segment lies entirely in the interior of 
the polyptope P2 U P3 since it is convex. By the same argument as above, there is a 
point, say h3, on this segment that lies on the plane hi. Consider the segment joining 
points lj, and i3. The entire segment lies on the plane hj and in the interior of the 
polytope P. It must intersect he plane hj, say at the point j4. This point lies in the 
interior of the polytope P and on the intersection of the planes hi and k(i. Therefore, 
it lies on the polytope PO. Note that the point lj4 lies on both the faces j”i and fj and 
on no other face fk, k # i, j. Since each of hi and k(i is (n - l)-dimensional and their 
intersection is (n - 2)-dimensional, it follows from the existence of points @,, j& and 
j4 that the faces fi, fj are (n - 1)-dimensional nd their intersection face on P,-, is 
(n - 2)-dimensional. Since the choice of i and j was arbitrary, this property holds for 
every 1 <i # j<m. 
Now consider the dual polytope QO of the convex polytope PO. The polytope QO is 
also convex. In 80, corresponding to each k-dimensional face of PO, 1 <k <n - 1, there 
is an (n-k- l)-dimensional face of Qo. Also, the adjacency of the corresponding faces 
is preserved. Thus, each (n - 1 )-dimensional facet f i of PO corresponds to a vertex hi 
of Qo, and, corresponding to the intersection of facets fi and fj on PO, there is an 
edge (i.e., l-dimensional face) between vertices 6, and i)j on Qs. Note that the poly- 
tope QO may have vertices other than 6 1,. . . ,6,, corresponding to (n - 1 )-dimensional 
facets in PO formed by the sides of the large hypercube that we chose to make PO 
bounded. Consider the subpolytope Q of Qo defined by the convex hull of the vertices * 
bi , . . . ,&. Now, Q is a polytope with m vertices such that the line segment join- 
ing every pair of vertices of Q is a l-dimensional face of Q. Therefore, Q is a 
simplex with m vertices. We recall that Q is contained in Q”. However, a basic 
fact about simplexes is that there exists no simplex with n + 2 vertices in the n- 
dimensional Euclidean space (see [7] for reference). It follows, therefore, that m <n+ 1. 
Theorem 4.4. Let A be a disjunctively se&educible bd-cylinder. Then A E RL(LTi) 
implies A E P. 
Proof. Since A E Rk(LTi ), by Lemma 3.1, there is a language L E LTi with associated 
weight vectors {&,},, o, and an FP function f such that for every x and for every 
n >r(]x]), x E A iff f (x, 1”) E S+(&) for a suitable polynomial r. Futhermore, by 
Lemma 3.2, we can also assume that x $! A implies f (x, 1”) E S-(6,). 
Since A is a bd-cylinder, there is an FP function OR such that OR(x, y) E A iff 
x E A or y E A. Let ]OR(x, y)] be bounded by p(]x] + Iy]) for some polynomial p. 
Finally, let q be a polynomial such that the size of every element in the d-self-reducing 
tree rooted at x is bounded by 9(1x1). Moreover, the depth of the tree rooted at x is 
also bounded by q( 1x1). 
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We shall give a breadth-fist search pruning algorithm for recognizing the set A. 
Intuitively speaking, the algorithm expands the d-self-reducing tree for the input string 
x, level by level. At each level, the algorithm uses a polynomial-time pruning procedure 
to prune the set of strings to a polynomial-bounded size (in Ix]), with the property that 
x E A iff some string in the pruned set is in A. Proceeding thus, since the depth of the 
self-reducing tree is polynomially bounded, in polynomial time the algorithm is left 
with a set of polynomial-bounded size comprising of only leaf level strings. Each of 
the leaf-level strings can be tested for membership in A in polynomial time, and x E A 
iff one of these strings is in A. 
Decide(x): 
(1) Let m = G(q(IXl) + &I))). Let D = (~1. 
(2) If D = 0, return REJECT. 
(3) For every z E D, if z has no children in the d-self-reducing tree and M accepts 
z then return ACCEPT. Otherwise, if z has children in the tree, replace z by its 
children in D. 
(4) Let D = Prune(D), and goto 2. 
Prune(X). 
1. if ]]_Y]]<m+ 1 then return(X). 
2. If ]lX]] > m + 1 then let X = {zi,z~,...,z~}. Compute points dii = iji = 
f(OR(zi,zj), lm) for every 1 <<i<j<r. 
(a) If there exists i, j, 1 ii c j<r, such that iii = iii then X = X - {zi} and 
got0 1. 
(b) If there exists i, j, k, 1, 1 <i, j, k, 1 <r, such that at least one of i, j, k, I occurs 
uniquely among these four indices, and iii = Gkkl then X = X - {z,}, where 
s is a uniquely occurring index, and goto 1. 
(c) Find Zi E X such that the following set of inequalities does not have any 
solution: 
tii . (i > 0, for l<j<r, 
ikj * d < 0, for 1 <j,kGr, and j,k # i. 
LetX=X-{zi},andgoto 1. 
(* We shall prove that such a zi must exist. The feasibility of the above linear 
inequalities can be tested in polynomial time using Khachian’s algorithm [12]. *) 
It is easy to verify that if the procedure Prune(X) works in time polynomial in 1x1 
and satisfies the following pruning property: 
Prune(X)flA#0 _ XflA#0. 
then the procedure Decide(x) works in time polynomial in 1x1 and accepts the set A. 
We now prove that the procedure Prune(X) indeed satisfies the above properties. 
We first take up the two possible cases in procedure Prune, which arise when the 
points dij = Gji = f(OR(zi,zj), lm) for every 1 <i< j<r are not all distinct. If there 
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exist i, j, 1 <i < j <r, such that iii = Gjj, clearly Zi E A iff Zj E A and we can 
prune off zi and preserve the pruning property. It is not hard to see that the second 
case is the only other possibility of nondistinct points. In this case, ifs is a uniquely 
occurring index among i, j, k, 1 and tij = gkikl, it is easy to argue that z, cannot be the 
only string among Zi, zj,zk,zI in A and hence can be pruned from X preserving the 
pruning property. 
Now we are left with the case when the points $ = Gjj = S(OR(Zi,Zj), lm) for 
every 1 <i< j<r are all distinct. 
We remove string Zi from X in Step 2(c) of Prune(X) if the corresponding set of 
inequalities is not satisfied. We claim that this implies either Zi $! A or (IXnA(I > 1. To 
see this, suppose Zi E A andXnA = {Zi}. We have that IOR(Zk,Zj)l <p(q()xl)+q(lx))) 
for any Zk,zj E x. SO, by the property of the function f, &j E S+(&) iff OR(Zk,Zj) E A 
iff Zk E A or Zj f A (by the definition of OR). Define set Qi = (iii 1 1 <j <r} for 
every i, 1 <i<r, and the set Q = UiSiSr Qj. Since XnA = {zi}, we have $ E S’+(em) 
for every $ E Qi and 4 E S_(&,) for every 4 E Q - Qi. Therefore, the following 
inequalities hold: 
Gii+& > 0, for l<j<r, 
t&j'& < 0, for 1 Gj, k < r, andj, k # i. 
Thus (i = &, is a solution of the set of inequalities in Step 2(c), a contradiction. 
Therefore, it holds that X n A # 0 iff (X - {zi}) n A # 0. This proves that X fl A # 
0 iff Prune(X) n A # 0. It is also clear that checking whether the set of inequal- 
ities at Step 2(c) is satisfiable can be carried out in time polynomial in 1x1 using 
a polynomial-time algorithm for linear programming (e.g., the ellipsoidal method of 
Khachian [ 121). 
So, all we need to show now is that as long as I IX/l > m + 1, there always exists 
a Zi E X that can be removed in Step 2(c) of Prune(X). 
Suppose it is not true. Then for each zj E X there exists a point & satisfying the 
set of inequalities of Step 2(c). Let hi = H(Ji) be the hyperplane defined by the 
equation Ji * 9 = 0. Let S = {iij = f(OR(Zi,Zj), lm) I 1 <i<j<r}. Then we have 
a set of Y > m + 1 hyperplanes hi, 1 <i$r, in m-dimensions. Furthermore, it is not 
hard to see, from the fact that the vectors di defining the hyperplanes hi satisfy the 
set of inequalities of Step 2(c), that we have distinct elements qii, 1 <i <r, and qij, 
l<i c j<m of S such that 
(1) for 1 Gi<r, qi E S+(Ji), and for every j # i, 1 <j$r, qi E S-(Jj). 
(2) for l<i < j<r, qijES+(Ji)flS+(dj), andqVES_(&), fork#i,j, l<k<r. 
But the Splitting Lemma implies that r < 111: + 1, contradicting our assumption. Thus, 
procedure Prune prunes X to a size bounded by m + 1. This completes the proof. Cl 
Since there are NP-complete sets that are disjunctively self-reducible bd-cylinders 
(e.g., SAT, the set of satisfiable CNF propositional formulas) we immediately have the 
following corollary. 
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Corollary 4.5. (1) 1f NP c RL(LTi ) then NP = P. 
(2) For a class X E {PP,C,P} if X cR&(LTi) then X = P. 
A perceptron on n boolean inputs is a depth-2 circuit with a threshold gate at the 
root, and with AND gates of poZylog(n) fanin at the second level. More formally, 
such circuits are called perceptrons of order polyZog(n) [18]. 
An easy corollary of the proof of Theorem 4.4 is the following result on perceptrons. 
Corollary 4.6. If a language accepted by a nonuniform family of perceptrons is hard 
for NP then NP C DTIME(2r’@“s). 
We next prove a similar result for the ModkP classes, using essentially the proof idea 
in Theorem 4.4 combined with a technique due to Ogihara [ 193 (used in the context of 
P-selective sets wherein, under the assumption that ModkP bounded truth-table reduces 
to a P-selective set, firstly ModkP is collapsed to UP and then UP is collapsed to P). 
Theorem 4.7. For any k > 1, if ModkP c Ri(LTi ) then ModkP = P. 
Proof. Let ModkSAT be defined as 
ModkSAT = {(x,r) ( N(x) = r(mod k)}, 
where N(x) is the number of satisfying assignments of the boolean formula x. It is 
easy to see that ModkSAT is complete for ModkP. The set Mod&AT has the following 
special kind of self-reducibility: 
(True, 1) E ModkSAT, (False,O) E ModkSAT, and for x # True,False, (x,l) E 
ModkSAT iff there is a unique number s, OGs < k, such that (~0,s) E ModkSATA 
(xi, I- s) E ModkSAT, where x0 and xi are obtained by setting the first variable of x 
to False and True, respectively. 
Since the class R&(LTi) is closed under complement, and by our assumption, ModkSAT 
E R$(LTi ), it follows that ModkSAT E R&(LTi ). Let ModkSAT be polynomial-time 
many-one reducible to the set L, L E LTi with associated weight vectors {&}m,o. The 
proof will be in two parts following the technique of Ogihara in [19]. In the first part 
we show that ModkSAT E UP and thus ModkP = UP (noting that UP G ModkSAT for 
any k > 1). In the second part we show that UP = P thus proving that ModkP = P. 
Part 1. Since ModkP is closed under conjunctive truth-table reductions [9], it fol- 
lows that the set ModkSAT is a bd-cylinder. Consider the following procedure for 
recognizing ModkSAT: 
Decide( (x, I) ): 
1. Let m = r(p(Ixl + [xl)). Let D = {(ql)}. (* r and p are polynomials as defined 
in the proof of Theorem 4.4. *) 
2. If D = 0, return ACCEPT. 
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3. Remove all strings from D of the form (True, 1) and (False, 0). If there is a string 
in D of the form (True, s) or (False,s’) with s # 1 or s’ # 0, respectively, then 
return REJECT. 
Otherwise, for every (y,s) E D, nondeterministically guess a t, O< t < k, and 
replace (y,s) by (ys, t) and (~1,s - t) in D, where ys and yr are, respectively, 
obtained by setting the first variable in y to True and False. 
4. Let D = Prune(D), and goto 2. 
The procedure Prune(D) is identical to the one defined in the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
As established in that proof, the procedure Prune(D) satisfies the following property: 
DC ModkSAT iff Prune(D) G ModkSAT. In Step 3, we nondeterministically replace 
(Y,$ by (YO, 4 and (~1, t) f or every 0 < t < k. Note that if (y, s) E ModkSAT then 
there is exactly one t for which both (~0, t) and (~1,s - t) belong to ModkSAT and if 
(y,s) 61 ModkSAT then there is no such t. Therefore, there will be one nondetermin- 
istic path on which the following invariant will be maintained: (x, I) E ModkSAT iff 
D C ModkSAT. On all other nondeterministic paths, the procedure will return REJECT. 
It is also easy to see that Decide(x) works in time polynomial in (xl, and therefore, 
ModkSAT E UP. 
Part 2. Now, since ModkP = UP, UP has a complete set under many-one reductions, 
say A. The set prefix(A) = {(x, w) 1 w is a prefix of a witness of x} also belongs to UP, 
and therefore is complete for UP(since A <&prefix(A)). Since ModkP is closed under 
disjunctive truth-table reductions [9], prefix(A) is a bd-cylinder. Note that prefix(A) is 
disjunctively self-reducible. Thus, by Theorem 4.4, it follows that prefix(A) E P, which 
implies that UP = P. 
This completes the proof. 0 
For left sets we prove a similar result below for many-one reductions to ELTi. 
Theorem 4.8. For any set A E NP, if Left(A) E Rk(ELTi) then Left(A) E P. 
Proof. Let Left(A) be polynomial-time many-one reducible to a set L E ELTi. By 
Lemma 3.1 we can assume that there is a polynomial-time computable function f and 
a polynomial Y such that for every x E Z* and n 2 r( Ix]) it holds that x E Left(A) iff 
f (x, 1”) E L. We shall prove that Left(A) E P by giving a polynomial-time decision 
procedure for it, based on a breadth-first search with pruning that exploits the left-set 
structure and the fact that Left(A) reduces to a set in ELTr. 
Let B be a polynomial-time predicate associated with A. Thus there is a polynomial 
p such that for x E C’ and y E ,ZP(lxl), (x, y) E Left(A) iff G/z E Zp(l’l)(x,z) E B and 
z 2 y in the lexicographic order. 
We describe below the polynomial-time decision procedure for Left(A). 
Decide( (x, y) ). 
Stage 0. I := (8). Let m := r(p(IxI) + [xl). 
(* Starting with the null string as the prefix of a potential witness for x, the algorithm 
has p( 1x1) stages. In the zth stage it prunes the set I to a polynomially bounded number 
of strings of length i, one of which is a witness prefix if x E A. *) 
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Stage i. 
Replace every string w E I (* of length i - 1 *) by the two strings w0 and wl. Let 
the resulting set of strings be I = {wi, w2,. . . , wt}. 
(* We go down the witness tree breadth first to the next level. *) 
If 1 II II< m then go to next stage 
else consider the list of points (Z3i)i sic!, where for each i, ji = f( (x, wiOP(‘x’)-‘wz’), I*). 
Construct he sublist of all points ii,, ii,, . . . , ii, such that for every 1 <j < k, pi, is 
linearly independent ( reating each point as an m-dimensional vector over the field Q) 
of the set of points {b,,. . .,j3i,_1}. 
(* Clearly, k <m since the sublist of points is itself a linearly independent set. *) 
Let I := {Wj,-1,Wi2-1,. . ., Wir-l, wf}. got0 next stage. 
(* If at the beginning of Stage i, Z included a prefix of the lexicographically maxi- 
mum witness, then it will continue to do so now. *) 
Stage p( 1x1) + 1. Check if there is a string w E Z such that (x, w) E B and w is 
lexicographically greater than y. If yes then accept input else reject input. 
To establish the correctness of the above decision procedure it clearly suffices to 
prove that if the input (x, y) is in Left(A) then the set Z includes, at every stage, a 
prefix of the lexicographically maximum witness w,,,,, for x. 
We establish this by showing through induction on the stage number that the fol- 
lowing is an invariant at the beginning of Stage i for 1 <i< ~(1x1): 
The length i - 1 prefix of w,,, is in I. 
Clearly, at the beginning of Stage 1 the invariant holds, since Z = (6). For the 
general induction step suppose the invariant holds at the beginning of Stage i. We 
shall prove that it holds at the beginning of Stage i + 1 also. After expanding each 
prefix in Z to length i, the procedure checks if 1111 I <m. If yes, then lIZI) is not pruned 
and the invariant continues to hold at the beginning of Stage i + 1. For the other 
case, assume ~~1~~ > m. Let the index of the prefix of w,, in Z = {WI, WZ,.  . , wt} 
be w,.. If r = t, then there is nothing to prove since wt is anyway included in Z after 
pruning. Let us assume, therefore, that r < t. We focus attention on w,+i. Note that 
(x, w,+lOP(lxl)-‘) 6 Left(A), and (x, wi0 Hlxl)-i) E Left(A) for 1 <j<r. It follows that 
the point &+, is linearly independent of the set of points {hi, b2. . . . , jr} since all 
the points {j?,, i2.. . . , A} lie on a hyperplane defined by the m-dimensional weight 
vector associated with L, and Z$+i does not lie on this hyperplane. Therefore, when 
the procedure constructs the sublist of all points ii,, jii2,. . . , j, such that for every 
1 <j < k, ii, is linearly independent of the set of points {ii,. . . , j$,_, }, the point 
,. pr+, is included in the list. Hence, it follows that w, is included in the pruned set 
z := {W&_,,Wj,-*,.  .) wik _ 1, w,} . This completes the induction. 
To complete the proof we need to show that the running time is polynomially 
bounded. This follows essentially from the observation that ) 111 I never exceeds 2m + 2 
throughout. Furthermore; checking for the linear independence of a set of at most 2m+2 
vectors in m dimensions over the field of rationals can be carried out in polynomial 
time since the sizes of all the coordinates of the vectors concerned are bounded by 
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a suitable polynomial in 1x1. All other steps can be clearly carried out in polynomial 
time. This completes the proof. 0 
The above theorem can be easily extended to bounded truth-table reductions to ELTi , 
following the proof technique described in [l] since R&(ELTi ) is a set ring. We omit 
the proof as it is very similar. 
Theorem 4.9. For any set A E NP, if Left(A) E RE,(ELTi) then Leff(A) E P. 
5. Hyperplanes over finite fields 
Let F be a finite field of size pk for a fixed prime p and a constant k > 0. A set 
2 G Fw is in the class HPLANEF if there is a family {&,}m,s of points &, E F*, 
m > 0, such that X = U,,,{a E Fm 1 x^. trn = O}.* When F = IF,, for a prime p, 
the many-one closures of the class HPLANEF and the circuit class ACCi[p] defined 
below coincide (the proof is straightforward and therefore omitted). 
Definition 5.1. A language L is in the class ACCi[p] if there exists a nonuniform 
family of polynomial-size, depth-l circuits {C ,, n ,s with a Mod p gate at the root such } 
that for each length n, x = ~1x2 . . .x,, E L’” iff C&,x2,. . . ,x,) = 1. 
Also, for L E ACCi[p], for every length n, there is an n-dimensional O-l vector I$, 
over F, such that x = x1 . . .x, E L iff x . Cn y.4 O(modp). 
It is interesting to note that the <$,-closure of HPLANEF is closed under comple- 
ment for any finite field F. On the other hand the class R$,(ELTi) is not closed under 
complement as we shall prove in the next section. We first state two technical emmas 
which are very similar to the ones proved in Section 3 without proof. 
Lemma 5.2. Let {Gn(_?)}n,l. G,,(1) E F”, be a family of degree k multinomials ($or 
a constant k > 0). Then there exist a family of points {&,},,>l, & E F”, and an FP 
function f such that for every R E F”, G,,(f) = em . f(i) where f(i) E F*. 
Lemma 5.3. Let F be a finite field. Let A E R&(HPLANEF). Then there exist 2 E 
HPLAN&, an FP function f, and a polynomial r such that X = IJn,, H(&), and 
for every x, for every n >r( 1x1) x E A ifs f (x, 1”) E H(&)). 
Lemma 5.4. For any finite field F, RP,(HPLANE,) is closed under complement. 
Proof. Let Y E HPLANEF, for a finite field F, be defined by the family of points 
~G?l>O. Then 2 = Um,o{i E F* I i. trn # 0). 
* For a fixed finite field IF, the field operations of addition and multiplication can be carried out in constant 
time. 
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Let JIF( 1 = k. We define a set B as follows: 
B = (2 E F” ( (2. &Jk-’ = 1). 
By Lemma 5.2, there exist a family of points {&},,,,s and an FP function f such 
that for every f E F”, (2 . c?~)~-’ - 1 = &,, . f(2) where f(l;) E F”‘. If _? E % II F” 
then, since the nonzero elements of F form a group under multiplication, it follows 
that (2. &)k-l = 1. Therefore, 2 many-one reduces, via the function f, to the family 
of hyperplanes defined by the points {&},,s. 0 
Definition 5.5 (Ko [14]). A set L is Turing self-reducible if there are a polynomially 
related irreflexive partial order E and a polynomial-time oracle machine A4 such that 
L = L(M,L), and on input x, any query y that M generates satisfies y L x. 
Theorem 5.6. Let A be a Turing self-reducible set. Then A E RL(HPLANEF) for 
some jnite field F implies A E P. 
Proof. Let (IFI I = k. By Lemma 5.3, for A there exist an FP function f, a polynomial 
r and a set X’ E HPLANEF defined by the family of points {&}),,s such that for 
every x E C*, x E A iff f(x, 1”) E H(&) for all nar(lxI). Also by Lemma 5.4 we can 
assume that f(x, 1”) . & E {O,‘l} for each x E C* and n ar( 1x1). 
We describe below a polynomial-time decision procedure for A based on a depth- 
first search. Let A4 be the polynomial time-bounded self-reducing oracle machine such 
that L(M,A) = A. 
Decide(x) 
1. Let m = r(p(Ixl)), where ~(1x1) bounds the length of the strings below x in the 
self-reduction partial order for A. 
2. Vs := 0 and Vi := 0. 








Let 3 := f(z, 1”). 
Check if (9) U V, U VI is a linearly independent set of vectors in the vector space 
Fm. If yes, goto 5. 
Express j? as a linear combination of the vectors in Vs U VI. Let 3 = cBE v, a$ + 
C&V, BVC. 
If C$, Y, fiv = 0 then return 1 else return 0. 
Run A4 on z answering every query q with the value Search(q). 
(* At the end of this Step M either accepts or rejects z. *) 
If 3 is linearly independent of V, U VI then: if M accepts z in Step 5 then include 
3 in VO else include j in Vi. 
7. return M(z). 
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To establish the correctness of the algorithm, it suffices to show that the recursive 
function Search(z) returns 1 iff z E A and has running time bounded by a polynomial 
in 1~1. 
For any string z we refer to the length of the maximal decreasing chain rooted at z 
in the self-reduction partial order as the depth of z. 
By induction on the depth of z, we shall prove the following claim: 
Zf the invariant 
holds before the call to Search(z), then Search(z) returns the correct value and the 
invariant continues to hold after the call. 
Consider the base case strings z of depth 0. If the vector j is found to be linearly 
dependent with V, u VI in Step 2, we express it as j = CdEVo a,~? + ‘j&V, /?“r? in 
Step 3. If & is the point in Fm defining the hyperplane H(Zm)), from the invariant it 
clearly follows that j . ~3~ = CcEV, /I”. Thus z E A iff CcEV, j?” = 0, and therefore 
Search(z) is correctly returned. If i is found to be linearly independent of VO U VI, 
then Step 5 decides membership of z in A correctly (since there are no queries made 
on input z). Thus in Step 6 j is correctly included in P’s or Vi as the case may be, 
and therefore the invariant continues to hold after the call. 
For the induction step we assume that the claim holds for all strings whose depth is 
less than the depth of z. In the call Search(z), if the vector j is found to be linearly 
dependent with VO U VI in Step 2, we express it as j = CfiEVO a,v^ + CdEr,, /3$ in 
Step 3. As argued for the base case, it again holds that j.trn = ‘&,y, fiV if the invariant 
holds before the current call to Search(z). Thus z E A iff CcEV, & = 0, and therefore 
Search(z) is correctly returned. If j is found to be linearly independent of VO u VI, then 
in Step 5 membership of z in A is decided correctly (since by induction hypothesis, 
for every query q, Search(q) correctly decides because the invariant continues to hold 
before every call to Search(q)). Thus, in Step 6 3 is correctly included in P’s or Vi 
as the case may be, and therefore the invariant continues to hold after the call. This 
completes the induction. 
Since the claim holds it follows that Decide(x) will decide x correctly. To see that 
the running time of Decide(x) is bounded by a suitable polynomial in (xl, note that 
Va U VI is a linearly independent set of vectors in Fm and hence ( 1 V,-, u VI ) I is bounded 
by m. Furthermore, every time the depth-first search conducted by Search(x) visits a 
subtree of some node z and backtracks from z, a new vector is added to either VO or 
Vi. Thus there are at most m such nodes for which the subtree is visited. Since m is 
bounded by a polynomial in (xl, it is not hard to see that the entire call Search(x) is 
polynomially bounded. 0 
Definition 5.7 (Balcazar [4]). A set A is word-decreasing self-reducible (in brief, wd- 
self-reducible) if there is some polynomial-time oracle machine M such that A = 
L(M,A) and on any input x, h4 queries the oracle only about words lexicographically 
smaller than x. 
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Clearly, the length-decreasing order is polynomially related, whereas the word-decrea- 
sing order (i.e. the lexicographic order) is not, since it does not fulfill condition 3 of 
Definition 4.1. 
The proof of the next theorem about word-decreasing self-reducible sets is along 
similar lines as Theorem 5.6. It also builds on ideas concerning word-decreasing self- 
reducible sets from [3, 151. Therefore we only provide a proof sketch. 
Theorem 5.8. Let A be a wd-self-reducible s t. Then A E R~(HPLANEF) for some 
jinite field F implies A E NP II co-NP. 
Proof (sketch). It suffices to show that A E NP, since the class of wd-self-reducible 
sets and the class R~(HPLANEF) are closed under complement, implying that 1 E 
R&(HPLANEF). 
Let 1 IFI 1 = k. By Lemma 5.3, for A there exist an FP function f, a polynomial 
r, and a set 2 E HPLANEF defined by the family of points {&}n,~, such that for 
every x E Z*, x E A iff f (x, 1”) E H(&) for all n>r(Ixl). Also, by Lemma 5.4 we 
can assume that f(x, 1”). t,, E (0, l}, for each x E Z* and n2r(]x]). 
We describe below a nondeterministic polynomial-time decision procedure for A. 
Let M be the polynomial time-bounded self-reducing oracle machine such that 
L(A4,A) = A. 
Decide(x) 
1. Let m = r-(1x1). 
2. V, := 0 and VI := 0. 
3. Guess m’ such that 1 <m’ Gm. 
Guess strings q1 -x q2 4 . . . + qk + q,r+l = x in the lexicographic order, all 
lexicographically smaller than x. 
4. For i:=l to m’ + 1 do: 
Verify that f (qi, 1”‘) is linearly independent of Vo U VI. 
Verify that M on input qi queries A of only strings q such that f (q, lm) E VO U VI 
and run A4 on qi answering each query q with ‘yes’ or ‘no’ depending on whether 
f(q, lm) E VO or f(q, lm) E VI, respectively. 
If in the above simulation M accepts qi then VO := VO U {f (qi, I*)} else VI := 
Vl U {f (qi, lrn 1). 
5. If f(q,t+l, lm) E VO then ‘Accept’ x else ‘Reject’ x. 
(* Since q,l+l =x *) 
The algorithm is clearly a nondeterministic polynomial-time procedure. In order to 
see that it accepts A, we first note that 11 VO U VI (I <m since V, U VI C Fm and it 
consists of linearly independent vectors. Furthermore, we can inductively see that for 
each i, qi is correctly decided, and therefore f (qi, 1”‘) is correctly included in either 
VO or VI. Thus it follows that x is accepted by the nondeterministic procedure iff 
XEA. 0 
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We mention, without proof, a similar result for strictly one wd-self-reducible sets 
(see [20] for definition). The proof can be derived following exactly the same method 
as [20]. 
Theorem 5.9. Let A be a strictly one wd-self-reducible s t. Then A E RL(HPLANEF) 
for some jinite field F implies A E P. 
6. Consequences for reductions to sparse and tally sets 
In this section we show that RL(ELTt ), Ri(LTi), and Rk(ACCl[p]) include some 
well-studied sparse and tally reduction classes. Thus the results of Sections 4 and 5 
yield immediate corollaries concerning reductions of intractable sets via various kinds 
of reducibilities to sparse sets. 
We first show that sparse sets can be many-one reduced to sets in ELTi. 
Theorem 6.1. SPARSE C RL(ELTl). 
Proof. Let S be a sparse set. Let S=” = {s,J, s,,~, . . . , s,~(,,)} where m(n) < p(n) for 
a polynomial p. Let the string s,,? also stand for the natural number representing 
the lexicographic rank of the string sn,i in Zfl for every n and 1 <i <m(n). Define 
T,(z) to be the polynomial II~~‘(z - sn,i). Clearly, T,(z) is a polynomial of degree 
bounded by p(n) in z. Further, if we let z denote both a string in C” as well as the 
lexicographic rank of z in Z”, then z E S iff Z’,(z) = 0. Rewriting T”(z), we have 
T,(z) = c la,apcnjajzi. For 1 Gj< p(n) write zj as ~lbrSn.p(nj2’yjJ, where the yj/ 
essentially denotes the bits in the binary representation f zj. Thus it follows that T,,(z) 
can be rewritten as a linear combination C,cjap(n) C16r9n,p(nj WjJYj,r of the bits yjx 
defined as above. 
Now, it is not hard to see that we can define a language L E ELTi using these 
linear iimctions to define the corresponding weighted exact threshold gates in the circuit 
family accepting L, such that S many-one reduces to L. 0 
We next observe that a fairly large closure class of SPARSE, namely R:ti 
(R!(SPARSE)) is contained in R&(LTi). It follows as an immediate consequence of 
Theorems 6.1, 3.5 and 3.6. 
Corollary 6.2. REti(R:(SPARSE)) C R&(LTI). 
We can immediately derive important corollaries concerning reductions to sparse 
sets. The first corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 6.2. 
Corollary 6.3. Let A be a disjunctively self-reducible bd-cylinder. If A reduces to a 
sparse set via the composition of the bounded truth-table and conjunctive reducibilities 
(i.e., A E REJR$(SPARSE))) then A E P. 
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The next corollary follows directly from Theorem 4.7 and Corollary 6.2. It subsumes 
and strengthens similar results for <& and ,(! reductions of the ModkP classes to 
sparse sets proved in [20] and [l], respectively. 
Corollary 6.4. Zf ModkP reduces to a sparse set via the composition of the bounded 
truth-table and conjunctive reducibilities (i.e., ModkP C R&(Rg(SPARSE))) then 
ModkP = P. 
We next consider eduction to tally sets via certain special truth-table reducibilities 
defined below. 
Definition 6.5 (Saluja [23)). We say that B is exact reducible to a set A (B <&,&) 
if the query generator g on an input n produces a list of queries and a positive integer 
m such that x E B _ ~lg(x)n~l~ = m. A set B is majority reducible to a set A 
(BGidA) if the query generator g on input x produces a list of queries and a positive 
integer m such that x E B _ 1 [g(x) f-bill am. A set B is said to be parity reducible 
to a set A ( B <!&A) if the query generator g on input x produces a list of queries 
such that x E B e IIg(x)fIAlI is odd. 
In 1231 it is proved that if for an NP set A, a left set Left(A) E Rk(TALLY) then 
Left(A) E P. Also it is shown in [23] that for a constant m if Left(A) is either exact 
reducible or majority reducible to a tally set then Left(A) E P. 
As immediate corollaries to our results in Sections 4 and 5 we are able to derive 
stronger esults. 
We first relate the closure classes R&(TALLY), RLaj(TALLY), and R&&TALLY) 
to the classes HPLANEF, ELTl and LTl. 
Proposition 6.6. (1) Rg(TALLY) G R&(HPLANEr,). 
(2) R:x&T’ALLY) C R$ELT, 1. 
(3) R~~(TALLY) C Rg(LT, )_ 
Proof. Let A 6gT for some tally set T. Construct a family of hyperplanes {F,},,e 
over [Fz as follows: F, is defined by an n-dimensional O-l vector with a 1 in the ith 
position iff 0’ E T. Let X be the corresponding set in HPLANEr, defined by this 
family. We can see that A many-one reduces to % as follows: if the @-reduction 
from A to T produces on input x a list of queries whose maximum length is bounded 
by ~(1x1) for a polynomial p, the many-one reduction from A to 2 will produce the 
O-l vector of length ~(1x1) with a 1 in the q-th position, for each q iff q is queried by 
the @-reduction of A to T. It is easy to see that A<&%‘. Now, A E R$(HPLANErz ) 
follows from the fact that Rg(HPLANEr2) is closed under complement. 
Since the other two parts of the proposition are very similar we prove only the first 
of them. 
Let A 6 fXact T for some tally set T. Consider the family of weight vectors {&},,,s 
defined as follows: for odd n &, is &. For even n, &, is the n-dimensional vector such 
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that for 1 <i < in it has a 1 in the ith position if 0’ E T and 0 otherwise, and in 
the remaining positions it has a - 1. Let L E ELTi be the language defined by these 
vectors. We now define the many-one reduction from A to L. For an input x, if the 
exact reduction from A to T produces a number m and a list of queries, the maximum 
length of which is bounded by p(lxl), the many-one reduction from A produces a 
string of length 2p( 1x1) such that for 1 <i < p( 1x1), the ith position has a 1 if 0’ is a 
query produced by the exact reduction and it has a 0 otherwise, and of the remaining 
positions the first m are 1 and the rest are 0. It is now easy to see that this defines a 
many-one reduction from A to L. 
The last part follows by an easy modification to the above construction. We leave 
the details to the reader. Cl 
From Theorems 5.6, 5.8, 4.4, 4.8, and Proposition 6.6 we can immediately derive 
the following corollaries. 
Corollary 6.7. (1) Let A be a Turing self-reducible set or a strictly one wd-self- 
reducible set. Zf A E RL(TALLY) then A E P. 
(2) Let A be a disjunctively self-reducible bd-cylinder. If A E Rk,(TALLY) then 
A E P. 
(3) Let A be a disjunctively self-reducible bd-cylinder. If A E R&&R&.&TALLY)) 
then A E P. 
Combined with Corollary 4.5 and Theorem 4.7, we obtain in turn the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 6.8. (1) For any class X E {NP,ModkP,PP,C=P}, if X E RP,(TALLY) 
then X = P. 
(2) For any class X E {NP,ModkP,PP,C=P}, if X E Rkaj(TALLY) then s4C = P. 
(3) For any class X E {NP,ModkP,PP,C=P}, if X E R:t,(RiX,,(TALLY)) then 
S- = P. 
Finally, we mention some separations and noninclusions. 
Proposition 6.9. co-SPARSE p Rk(ELTt ). 
Proof (sketch). The constructions will use a straightforward diagonalization to build 
a co-sparse set S such that no FP function f can many reduce S to any set in ELTt. 
Let U-1, f 2,. . .} b e an enumeration of all FP functions in which each FP function oc- 
curs infinitely often. At stage n, the diagonalization will decide membership of strings 
from C” into S and will attempt to diagonalize against f,,. If f,, is not l-l on C” we 
can easily diagonalize by excluding exactly one string x E C” from S such that for 
some other y E Z”, f(x) = f(y). Otherwise, there is a polynomial p corresponding 
to f,, such that Ifn(x)l<p(n) f or all x E Z”. For a stdkiently large stage n when 
f,, is considered, it must hold that 2”/p(n) > p(n). We can then find, by pigeon- 
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hole principle, an rn< p(n) such that at least m + I strings from C” are mapped by 
fn to distinct strings in C”. Strings in z‘” are linearly dependent as O-1 vectors. In 
particular, let x E C such that S&X) is linearly dependent on the other m image 
strings. At this stage let S=” = C” - {x}. It is easy to see the correctness of the 
diagonalization. 0 
The above proposition implies that R$,(ELTi ) is not closed under complement unlike 
the finite field case, i.e., HPLANEF for a finite field F. 
Proposition 6.10. SPARSE (z: R~(HPLANEF) fir any jinite field F. 
Proof (sketch). Exactly as in the previous proof, we can show that co-SPARSE CJ 
~~(HPLANE~) for any finite field F. The proposition follows from the closure of 
~~(~LANE~) under complement. •1 
7. Concluding remarks 
We have shown that ELTt and LTr are classes of low info~ation content in a 
very strong sense: intractable sets from standard complexity classes like NP, ModkP, 
PP, and C=P cannot many-one reduce to a set in LTt or ELTi unless the class itself 
collapses to P. The study of LTi and ELTt has also given a geometric setting for 
several sparse and tally reduction classes. Also, the geometric approach has yielded 
insights leading to very different and elegant methods for proving the collapse results. 
It is an interesting open question whether the techniques of this paper can be used to 
prove similar collapse consequences for disjunctive truth-table reductions to sparse sets. 
We thank R. Gavalda for pointing out that our results, originally proved in a purely 
linear-geometric setting, can be formulated in terms of classes LTi and ELTr. Also, 
we thank M. Sohoni for useful discussions on geometry. Finally, we are grateful to the 
anonymous referees for their careful refereeing and thoughtful comments which have 
considembly improved the p~sen~tion of the results. 
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